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Easy Ways We Can Help Palma
Here are a few simple ways we can be of great help to Palma fulfilling its mission:

• Like, follow and share Palma’s social media
  Being active on social media spreads Palma’s name and the good things happening here.
• Display a Palma magnet or sticker
  Showing Palma pride on your vehicle alerts the public to yet another happy Chieftain family.
• Shop on Smile.Amazon.com
  It is the same Amazon website except 0.5% of your purchase dollars will be donated to Palma.
• Tell your friends, neighbors and co-workers
  The most effective voice for Palma is yours. Talk to people about Palma and invite them to events.
• Include Palma in your prayers
  Prayer is the driving force behind many positive outcomes. Pray for our boys and our school.
Dear People of Palma,

This most unusual of school years has been brought to closure in the strangest of ways. I couldn't be happier with the efforts the Palma administration and faculty put out in dealing with a situation no one in a school setting had anticipated or planned. The few students I've seen these past two months seem, from my limited view, to have more than survived a difficult challenge to their normal learning process. I feel sorry so many have been denied so much since February in what had been anticipated in bringing this school year to a typical conclusion. It is disappointing that we were not given the opportunity to showcase our senior class and their many accomplishments at our signature event of the year, the annual graduation ceremony in Sherwood Hall. That and many of the other annual year-ending senior events can never be replaced; we pray no other class will be subjected to such a beyond-your-control situation in coming years. Sadly, this year certainly did not end as planned.

Speaking of ending, this is my final opportunity as head of Palma to communicate with you as my time of service ends at the end of this month. These thirty-three years at Palma have certainly been an honor I will always cherish. The thousands of young men who have come through this institution over that span are the stuff of which dreams are made, up close and personal. It has been a true honor to witness so many make that real transition from being Boys of Promise to being Men of Character — Palma has been so blessed.

The parents of those thousands of Palma grads have done remarkable things for their sons and for the school. I look at where the school was then and where it is today — it would not have happened without the involvement and engagement of so many parents and friends of Palma in bringing the school to where it is today — Palma has been so blessed.

And lastly, Palma would be just a memory were it not for our teachers, staff, and coaches. Palma is, by far, a much better academic school than it was earlier. Were one to measure the success of a school by the number of AP and/or honor classes and/or the colleges and universities our graduates attend, Palma is simply the best all-round academic school around, bar none. All of these accolades belong to teachers, their departments, and the administration. Athletics, as an important extension of the classroom, have been remarkable and unsurpassed in the many accomplishments witnessed — Palma has been so blessed.

I thank you for allowing me the opportunity of being part of the Palma tradition; it has been an honor of a lifetime. Please be as supportive of Palma’s new president, Chris Dalman, as you have been of me. We have had the opportunity of witnessing some terrific accomplishments over these several years; it is my humble opinion that the best is yet to come. Thank you and best wishes.

Sincerely,

Brother Patrick D. Dunne, C.F.C.
President
What a finish to an unprecedented 2019-20 school year! I cannot understate my gratitude to my colleague teachers and our support staff on this hallowed campus! With less than four calendar days of preparation, teachers moved instruction and learning to remote platforms in authentic and creative unique Palma educational experiences, despite the stress, anxiety, health concerns, economic chaos, extremes in politics, child care, care for seniors, and so many other demands shared worldwide. Vice Principal, Mr. Robert Viarengo, noted in his May 21 e-blast to current families, “Our faculty nimbly and quickly adapted to online instruction, with regularly scheduled class times, feedback, and outreach. We have heard from many of our families who are tremendously grateful we were able to maintain a structured experience for our students while other schools struggled to do so.”

Our Class of 2020 graduation events were celebrated with YouTube videos and social media platforms that were also embraced by supportive Palma families that shared their understanding for necessary changes under which we found ourselves, concluding an important rite of passage in their son’s lives. Our social media and marketing teams forged into unchartered waters under impossible timelines and social distancing limitations to produce some high-quality exposure to Palma School events and daily operations for our growing online Palma communities. I am grateful to them and to all of you, who help us share, retweet, post our Gospel news/videos about boys of promise becoming men of character.

As we plan for the 2020-21 school year, we turn to perpetually changing information being disseminated from every level, internally and externally, local and beyond. Given evolving health directives, compared to disparate practices elsewhere, it is nearly impossible to say what August-December will be. We continue to plan for several contingencies depending on circumstances. As stated in our May 21 e-blast, “The first and most preferable is for a start of school with all students on campus in mid-August as planned or perhaps a bit later if necessary; the second is a hybrid model with a mixture of on-site and online instruction and only some of our students at Palma at any given time in order to adhere to physical-distancing directives; and the third, and certainly the least preferable, is for all or most instruction to occur online. Of course, we may be able to begin with on-site classes and have to pivot to online ones periodically as conditions warrant. We also are taking into consideration the possibility that individuals may need to self-quarantine from time to time.”

Please stay tuned and stay prayerful for us; I hope to communicate our plans to you with more clarity and definition by Friday, July 3. We ask you to participate in the surveys soon to come your way, and we are asking stakeholder representatives to make recommendations to us in the weeks ahead. Your voice is important to us! We value your sacrifice and your trust in us, and we are confident in the return on your investment in a Palma education.

This week I met with our President, Br. Dunne, for what appears to be his last review of my performance as his principal. I was particularly moved, yet again, at Br. Dunne’s wisdom, tact, succinct eloquence, and prescience when skillfully navigating areas for my growth, most welcome. His life commitment to the education of young men in our valley has yet to be celebrated, but will at a later time when it will be safe to do so. He made Palma the fine college prep educational institution that it is today. We cannot quantify the impact his leadership has made locally and well beyond. Well DUNNE, Br. Dunne! I miss you already.

Yours in Blessed Edmund Rice,

David J. Sullivan
Principal
Honor Roll

Congratulations to those students with a GPA of 3.2 and above for earning a place on the spring-semester honor roll. Students whose GPA is from 3.2 to 3.49 have earned second honors, and those with a 3.5 and above have earned first honors, with those earning 4.0+ designated as such.

**Grade 7**

**4.0+ First Honors**
- Tyler Cina
- Roberto De León
- Thomas Ducker
- Anmol Ghuman
- Luka Kawamoto
- Noa Kawamoto
- Felipe Lopez
- Drew Molinari
- Jaideep Nahal
- Corbin Osborn
- Ryder Ritchie
- Ayden Valdez Garcia
- Nicolas Veliz IV
- Dante Zanger

**First Honors**
- Benjamin Alcantara
- Brady Amaral
- Johnny Carnazzo
- Boston Collins
- Matthew García-Galindo
- Alan Gonzalez
- Isidro Hernandez
- Ivan Hu
- Rogelio Jacinto
- Jered Kallenberger
- Mark Macias
- Jose Montes
- Michael Padilla
- Ayden Perez
- Christian Ramirez
- Luke Ruelas
- Maxwell Sanchez
- Brady Short
- Dean Silacci
- Lucas Umbarger
- Adrian Valadez
- Phillip Velasquez
- Jaskaran Walia
- William Ward
- Ethan Wilson

**Second Honors**
- Noah Cabanas-Granados
- Dominic Chaidez
- Eli Mercurio
- Dylan Newcomb
- Alistair Perkins

**Grade 8**

**4.0+ First Honors**
- Matthew Arbizu
- Nicholas Bengard
- Evan Bobadilla
- Tyler Cina
- Roberto De León
- Thomas Ducker
- Anmol Ghuman
- Luka Kawamoto
- Noa Kawamoto
- Felipe Lopez
- Drew Molinari
- Jaideep Nahal
- Corbin Osborn
- Ryder Ritchie
- Ayden Valdez Garcia
- Nicolas Veliz IV
- Dante Zanger

**First Honors**
- Esteban Berrelleza
- Diego Calusdian
- Brandon Chrisman
- Brendon Datta
- Ethan Gonzalez
- Marcus Hernandez
- Dax Huynh
- Dylan Jaynes
- Ian Jury
- Christopher Martinez
- Gavin Martinez
- Thomas Nunes
- Gabriel Ovando
- Caleb Romero
- Timothy Slater
- Esteban Sotelo
- Diego Villarreal
- Timothy Youssef

**Second Honors**
- Angel John Bryan Adolfo
- William Azua III
- Dylan Calabro
- Aiden Cargo
- Kai Kawamoto
- Steven McCarty
- Gianni Ponce
- Maxwell Potter
- Logan Saldate
- Riley Sutton
- Robert Thompson
- Lukas Zanger

**Grade 9**

**4.0+ First Honors**
- Kyle Abendano-Real
- Marc Asuncion
- Pierce Balestrieri
- Henry Brown
- Blake Butler
- Andrew Camacho
- Uriel Chavez
- Caleb Chung
- Salvatore Cina
- Bradley Collins
- James Conners
- Elias Farotte-Kruchas
- Matthew Fuqua
- David Hodges
- Trey Houghton
- Matthew Iverson
- Adan Magana
- Sterling Martin
- Carl Nielsen
- Suyesh Naira
- Noah Olszanowski
- Owen Sargenti
- Anthony Secondo
- Griffin Short
- Joseph Silacci
- Brendan Watson

**First Honors**
- Esteban Berrelleza
- Diego Calusdian
- Brandon Chrisman
- Brendon Datta
- Ethan Gonzalez
- Marcus Hernandez
- Dax Huynh
- Dylan Jaynes
- Ian Jury
- Christopher Martinez
- Gavin Martinez
- Thomas Nunes
- Gabriel Ovando
- Caleb Romero
- Timothy Slater
- Esteban Sotelo
- Diego Villarreal
- Timothy Youssef

**Second Honors**
- Angel John Bryan Adolfo
- William Azua III
- Dylan Calabro
- Aiden Cargo
- Kai Kawamoto
- Steven McCarty
- Gianni Ponce
- Maxwell Potter
- Logan Saldate
- Riley Sutton
- Robert Thompson
- Lukas Zanger

**Grade 10**

**4.0+ First Honors**
- Colton Amaran
- Noah Andersen
- Daniel Aquino
- Javier Avila
- Joshua Bassetti
- Kyle Batacan
- Moises Benito
- Michael Binoj
- Adam Bucholtz
- Joseph Bucholtz
- Tomas Calusdian
- Joseph Cardinale
- Keith Day
- Gavin Ducker
- Kevin Espinas
- Charles Hayden
- Maddux Hreplich

- Jayden Kim
- Luke Moran-Murphy
- Sergio Regino Parreno
- Evan Russo
- Tatum Sanders
- Giovanni Santamaria
- Horacio Suarez
- Sebastien Suarez
- Logan Umbarger
- Daniel Westing
- Quentin Williams
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Grade 11
4.0+ First Honors
Darius Amador
JT Amoral
Evon Asuncion
Christian Avila
Neil Beach
Owen Bengard
Marshall Boutonnet
Jay Contreras
Connor Coventry
Jacob Davidson
Joshua Delapena
Aidan Dobbins
Christian Dunston
Okilani Hautau
Blake Iverson
Gabriel Jauregui
Jack Kaminski
Erick Lombardi
Matthew Lopez
Nevin Manimaran
Kevin Martinez
Viet Nguyen
Shane Olszanowski
Michael Ravera
Anthony Santa Ana
Anthony Scattini
Joshua Sumagang
Taimoor Syed
Andrew Zendejas

First Honors
Jordan Amador
Gianvito Carriglio
Carlos Cervantes Bernal
Jayson DaSilva
Braydon Etheridge
Zachary Fibrow
Earl Fulgencio
Julian Garcia
Gino Grier
Ethan Herrera
Oscar Iracheta
Louis Lavorato
Rhett Parker
Daniel Penera
Abel Perez
Rudy Salas
Jonah Shannon
Arsalaan Syed
Zachary Thompson
Abelardo Torres Garcia

Second Honors
Joseph Aiello
Nicholas Baumstarck
Edwing Cruz-Jeronimo
Aaron Garibay
Zachary Johnson
Stephen Lipe
Leo Lizaola
Jordan Morales
Isaac Nevarez
James Nielsen
Jay Pandya
Sean Parra
Noah Pulealii
Leigdon Razo
Oscar Rocha
Matthew Stoutenborough
Rodolfo Zepeda

Grade 12
4.0+ First Honors
Jonathan Berring
Luke Brigantino
Jack Busch
Mattheo Carlos
Adam Castro
Vincent Crivello
Giuseppe Flores
Jacob Herbst
Joshua Hernandez
Joshua Kittel
Benjamin Lukasko
Thomas Lundy
Michael Macias
Feras Masarweh
Gabriel Nale
David Nino
Isaac Paulo
Ethan Pavlet
Joseph Piini
Samual Pry-Henion
Jakob Reinhardt
Wade Rianda
Steven Said
Jacob Serrano
Prabhat Singh
Philip Sites
Al Suniga
Kyle Sutherland
Julian Torres
Alex Vasquez
Jose Velasquez

First Honors
Quinten Arellano
Matthew Bassetti
Simon Bosch
Daniel Cabrera
Isaiha Corpus
Michael Culcasi
Daniel Dominguez
Benjamin Eastman
Joseph Gastello
Dane Golden
Kolby Gooder
Aidan Juarez
Aidan Lafferty
Salvador Lopez
Austin Martinez
Donnovan McAbbe
Henry McKelvie
Luke McKenzie
Jaden Mendoza
Daniel Muñoz
Dominic Nale
Micah Olivas
Shivam Panchal
Emanuel Rubalcava
Nicholas Slater
Jake Strachan
Abram Valdez

Second Honors
Lucas Barba
Jack Bonessa
Christopher Campos
Michael Eastman
Alberto Espinoza
Sean Fanoe
Giovani Fernandez Alvare
Nathaniel Haro
Matthew Isais
Isaiha Martinez
Syon Newsom-Green
Nathan Tsuchiya

Anthony Villegas
Robert Weissberg
Tyler Whitehead
Benjamin Wood
Hudson Wood
Kekoa Yasuda
Congratulations to these seniors who met the requirements for CSF Life Membership!

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Quinten Arellano</th>
<th>Henry McKelvie</th>
<th>Prabhjot Singh</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Simon Bosch</td>
<td>Daniel Muñoz</td>
<td>Philip Sites</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Luke Brigantino</td>
<td>David Nino</td>
<td>Nicholas Slater</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jack Busch</td>
<td>Micah Olivas</td>
<td>Jake Strahan</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matheo Carlos</td>
<td>Shivam Panchal</td>
<td>Adrian Suniga</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Eastman</td>
<td>Isaac Paulo</td>
<td>Kyle Sutherland</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Giuseppe Flores</td>
<td>Ethan Pavlet</td>
<td>Alex Vasquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dane Golden</td>
<td>Joseph Plini</td>
<td>Jose Velasquez</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joshua Kittel</td>
<td>Jakob Reinhardt</td>
<td>Robert Weissberg</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aidan Lafferty</td>
<td>Wade Rianda</td>
<td>Tyler Whitehead</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benjamin Lukasko</td>
<td>Emanuel Rubalcava</td>
<td>Benjamin Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas Lundy</td>
<td>Steven Said</td>
<td>Hudson Wood</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Michael Macias</td>
<td>Jacob Serrano</td>
<td>Kekoa Yasuda</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Life Members have qualified and applied for membership to CSF based on grades earned during four of their sophomore, junior, and senior semesters, one semester of which must be based on grades earned as a senior. CSF Life Members received special recognition in the graduation program and were able to wear CSF Life Member cords and pins at the graduation ceremony. Life Members also have official CSF gold seals affixed to their diplomas.

Returning students in grades nine through twelve should watch for the CSF membership drives in September and February of the 2020/21 school year.
Class of 2020 Palma High School Distinguished Scholars

After a review of spring-semester grades and other criteria, Palma is pleased to announce that the following seniors have met the requirements to be recognized as Distinguished Scholars of the class of 2020. These students, each of whom applied last fall for one or more of the programs listed below, were recognized at graduation with plaques and honor cords. Their diplomas have also been affixed with a special seal, and their custom transcripts, which have been sent to colleges, clearly indicate their stellar efforts.

**STEM+ Scholar Program**
Joseph Piini
Isaac Paulo
Ethan Pavlet
Wade Rianda
Steven Said
Philip Sites
Hudson Wood

**Excellence in the Humanities Scholar Program**
Isaac Paulo
Ethan Pavlet
Hudson Wood

**Certified Bilingual Scholar Program**
Thomas Lundy
Daniel Muñoz
Steven Said
Hudson Wood

The scholar programs allow qualifying students additional ways to showcase their mastery of a rigorous curriculum. The programs are distinctions beyond the high achievement that already signifies a Palma High School diploma. Once a student applies to a program, his participation and progress are monitored by the Palma Guidance Department and the Vice Principal. Details regarding these programs can be found at the Scholars Programs link under the Academics tab on the Palma School homepage or click the link below.
Time to light up the sky again
Last year a whole lot of volunteers had a whole lot of fun working our fireworks booth. This year, we will be placing an order form online so we can package up pre-orders to reduce the crowding around the booth. Of course, we will also be selling to walk-up customers. This is a good fund raiser to start out the new school year and gives us great visibility in the community. Please consider signing up for a short three-hour shift. The booth will be open from noon until 9:00pm on Sunday, June 28th, then from 9:00am to 9:00pm Monday, June 29th through Saturday, July 4th. Grab and friend and sign up together. The booth will be located in the Star Market parking lot on the corner of Blanco and Main in south Salinas. **Time to light up the sky again**

Support Palma with a fireworks purchase
Be sure to let your friends and neighbors know to purchase their fireworks at the Palma School fireworks booth that will be located in the Star Market parking lot (Blanco & S. Main in Salinas). Look for an email coming soon with a link to an order form so you can pre-order your fireworks, then just pay and pick up at the booth.

Keep an eye on your email
Usually we have schedules for Freshman Football Camp, Sports Physical Night, Player/Coach/Parent meetings and practice schedules, but due to the ever-changing landscape brought on by the pandemic, I am not able to publish solid dates at this writing. Please keep an eye on your email as I will be sending this information as soon as it is available to me. Thanks for your patience. Feel free to reach out to me if you have any questions about the upcoming seasons.

As always, my heart-felt thanks to all of the volunteers who gave their time to make the 2019-2020 sports season a memorable one. Your involvement with athletics is appreciated by our faculty, staff, administration and especially our student-athletes.

For all of your daily athletic updates please follow me on twitter at @Coach_Rbishop. I tweet upcoming game times for all sports each week as well as results and other fun information regarding Palma Athletics.
The class of 2020 is off to college!
Another year is in the history books! It's time for our graduating seniors to begin the experiences of life after high school. Once again, Palma School graduates have indicated their intention to continue their education in colleges and universities across the nation. This year's class has selected a truly diverse collection of colleges and universities. Our 2020 grads can be found on a total of 12 different CSU campuses (11 students will be attending Cal Poly San Luis, four at Chico, and four at Stanislaus) and five UC campuses (four students will be attending UC Berkeley). Palma grads are also on their way to other great colleges across the country like: Academy of Art University, University of Arizona, Boston University, Chapman University, University of Colorado Boulder, Colorado State, Cornell University, University of Denver, University of Dubuque, Grand Canyon University, University of Iowa, Loyola Marymount, Marquette University, University of Nevada-Reno, Northern Arizona, Northwest Kansas Technical, Purdue University, Santa Clara University, Texas Christian University, and Washington State University. Our students will also be attending several community colleges including Hartnell College (12), Monterey Peninsula College (nine) and Santa Barbara City College.

The keys to success
In the fall, returning students and parents should continue to take advantage of Palma's outstanding web-based guidance program called Naviance. It is an online research and planning tool for Palma students, parents, and guidance counselors. The website manages individual students as they move through the entire college planning, application, and decision process. Through Naviance, counselors and students can communicate about pending deadlines and receive important notices directly. Naviance is an important resource for college and career planning and can assist the student in making informed decisions about his future. Naviance allows you to search for colleges, compare academic stats, research careers and find scholarship opportunities. In addition, Naviance allows you to see how you compare with Palma alumni who applied to your favorite colleges in the past, monitor your applications, prepare a resume, ask for letters of recommendation, and find scholarships. Parents can also see each time their son has met with his counselor. Last fall, your son was provided with a personal, password protected account. Parents can reach out to their son's counselor to receive their own access password or they can use their son's password.

D's in college prep courses just won't cut it
Four-year colleges and universities will only accept grades of “C” or better to meet college prep course requirements for admission. If your son is planning to attend a four-year college, he must make up any deficiencies prior to graduation. Students taking summer school courses to make up D's and F's are reminded that passing a five-credit course during summer school will only replace one five-credit semester grade (not the entire year). In other words, a student failing both semesters of Algebra would need to register for (and pass) 10 credits of Algebra prior to graduation.

Also, remember that universities require that incoming college freshman need at least two years of credit in the same foreign language. This means that a student who completed one year of Latin and one year of Spanish has not met that requirement. The CSU and the University of California require completion of one year (10 credits) of a visual or performing art prior to graduation. Palma students have a number of options for accomplishing this requirement.
Palma’s mission is to forge men of character, strength and conviction. As a community it is vital we share that vision. With your help Palma will keep its promise. **THE PALMA FUND** bridges the tuition gap and also helps to improve technology, facilities, professional development and financial aid.

You can make your tax deductible gift or pledge securely online or by submitting a donation form.

**THE PARENT HONOR ROLL OF DONORS**

Proud sponsors of young men of character through the 2019-2020 Palma Fund.

**Class of 2020**
Joy Suber-Berring & Jason Berring
Aki & Kevin Bosch
Carolina & Luis Castro
Susan & Jim Culcasi
Maureen & Brent Eastman ’81
Jennie & Neil Fanoe
Amalia Alvarez & Sergio Fernandes
Aina & John Fitzgerald
Stephanie & Giuseppe Flores
Kathleen & Dino Gazzello
Beverly Van Pelt-Golden & Patrick Golden
Laura Holmquist
Kori & John Lukasko
Jackie & Richard McBee
Karen & John McKenzie
Leticia & Filimon Munoz
Nita & Tom Nino
Lisa & Gene Paulo
Jennifer & Steven Pavlet
Tanya & Erich Reinhardt
Amy & Jeff Rianda ’83
Rossini Servano
Jennifer & Dan Sites
Suzan & Sam Slater
Allyson Strachan
Kelly & Bryan Sutherland
Maycie & Ben Tsuchiya
Stephanie & Terence Yasuda

**Class of 2021**
Mendy & John Amaral, Jr. ’87
Amy & Matt Amaral ’92
Peggy & Hilary Baumstarck
Michelino & Greg Beach
Louise & Tom Bengard ’87
Troy Boutonnet
Andrea Cedillo
Lola Steinbaum-Cornell & Trent Cornell
Tianna Davidow
Sheri & John Davidson ’88
Lisa & Patrick Dobbins
Linda & D L Grier
Kristin & Peter Iverson
Jodie & Glenn Kaminski
Leslie & Fred Lombardi
Faviola Nieto & Jonathan Navarro
Maiella & Jay Olzansowski
Coby & Richard Parker
Leticia Contreras & Victor Ramos
Laura Davis & Joel Raveria
Ruth Rodriguez
Lori Lazzarini & Gary Silacci ’81
Ann Stoutenborough

**Class of 2022**
Kiana & Chad Amaral ’22
Greg Andersen
Renee & John Barnes
Aruna Ignatius & Dominic Binoj
Aki & Kevin Bosch
Lisa Moran Boyd & EJ Boyd
Kelli & Sal Cardinale
Gina & Chris Cochetti
Yesenia & Rudolph Evergreen
Dean Fahselt
Jaymie & Greg Findley
Maria & Allen Finley
Kacey & Phil Gianmmanco ’87
Christina Gunter
Maria Gemma & Charles Hayden
Niaomi & Jeff Heepich
Patty & Jeff Lester
Anna & Edward Lomboy ’91
Pat & Wylie Mitchell
Kelli & Phillip Nicholson
Nita & Tom Nino
Stephanie & Matt Ottone
Camille & Larry Reimal
Yvonne & Joseph Roggio
Corinne & Lonny White
Stephanie & Terence Yasuda

**Class of 2023**
Jennifer & David Abdoo
Monica & Frank Barragan
Chrissy & David Bifano
Lisa Moran Boyd & EJ Boyd
Amy & Peter Brown
Jenny Pan & Bingkun Chen
Beth & Nicholas Cina
Kerri & Matthew Collins
Gina & Grant Cremer
Ana & Omar Estrada
Kathy & Aaron Fuqua ’94
Jennifer Duncan & Kenneth Garzo
Cristi & Anthony Gianmmanco
Kristy & Roy Guerini ’94
Kelli & Roland Halcon
Kristin & Peter Iverson
Tanya Kosta & Adric Ryan
Margaret D’Arrigo-Martin & Stephen Martin
Angela & Gerry Nielsen ’79
Maiella & Jay Olzansowski

**Class of 2024**
Jenny & Rene Arvizu ’97
Louise & Tom Bengard ’87
Beth & Nicholas Cina
Gina & Chris Cocheti
Glenna & Donald Datta
Regina & Jon Garner
Kacey & Phil Gianmmanco ’87
Yvonne & Chad Jury
Kristy & Tom Nunes ’95
Jody Wilkinson & Ric Romero
Suzan & Sam Slater
Annie & Gene Zanger ’80

**Class of 2025**
Mendy & John Amaral, Jr. ’87
Kerri & Matthew Collins
Richard Hell, MD
Lisa & Neil Milburn ’73
Danielle & John Pizzini ’78
Elizabeth Fox-Short & John Short
Lisa & Mark Silacci
Selina & Alex Velasquez

**Thank you!**
(as of 6/9/2020)

**NOT ON THIS LIST?** Simply donate online, by mail or in person to the 2019-2020 Palma Fund. Not only will your name appear on this list throughout the school year, but you will be helping Chieftains attain the education, experience and leadership that only Palma can provide. Please consider a gift.
Mark Your Calendar

Upcoming Parent Club meeting will be held at 5:00pm in the Cislini Study Center (if permitted) on the following dates:

- August 24
- September 21
- October 19

Save your stuff!

Parents Club hopes to offer a Palma Closet sale again this year before school begins, but with the current situation it is hard to determine a collection week. Please hold onto any of your good condition items that may be able to be donated (i.e. textbooks, polos, sports equipment, etc.) and we will hopefully have a collection and sale soon. Stay tuned!

Want To Make Palma Smile?
Shop at AmazonSmile.

AmazonSmile is a website operated by Amazon.com with the same products, prices, and shopping features as Amazon.com. The difference is that when you shop on Smile.Amazon.com, the AmazonSmile Foundation will donate 0.5% of the purchase price of eligible products to the charitable organization of your choice.

Simply go to AmazonSmile (smile.amazon.com) and select Palma School from the list of eligible charitable organizations, then start shopping. The more you shop, the more Chieftains have a reason to smile.
Celebrate the 4th of July
Support Palma Athletics

with Fireworks from the Palma Fireworks Booth!

June 28th-July 4th

Star Shopping Center parking lot
Blanco and S. Main, Salinas

open daily until 9 pm